Quick guide to accommodation areas in Manchester
Prestwich
Salford Quays
Salford Quays is a trendy, modern
waterfront development, close to
Manchester City Centre and well served by
buses and the Metrolink (trams). The area is
popular with young professionals as well as
students and offers a wealth of arts, leisure
and entertainment opportunities.

Prestwich is known for its large, orthodox Jewish community
and for being friendly and peaceful; many mature students and
postgraduates enjoy the environment. Europe’s largest public park,
Heaton Park, is situated to the east of the town. The park has tennis
courts, a golf course, an animal farm, boating lake, pitch and putt and
an observatory. The city centre can be reached in 10 minutes by tram.

Prestwich

Salford Quays

Northern Quarter /City Centre

Hulme
Hulme has recently been regenerated
and revamped and has purpose built
student accommodation. It has a
great market and several stores yet is
only a ten minute walk to the city.

The University of Law
Hulme

Chorlton
Chorlton
Trendy and desirable, Chorlton is
known for its organic shopping
and cafe-bar culture. Chorlton is
approximately three miles south of
the city centre and is well served by
its own bus routes and is popular with
postgraduates. Mersey Valley provides
plentiful open and nature-filled spaces
and its tree-lined streets help project a
calm residential area.

Manchester

Manchester Court
Student Accommodation

The University of Law is located between
Piccadilly and the Northern Quarter. Piccadilly
is the main gateway into the city centre with
Piccadilly gardens and Piccadilly train station.
The Northern Quarter is Manchester’s creative,
urban heart with independent fashion and
record stores including an array of bars,
cafes and restaurants. Other areas to note are
Spinningfields, Castlefield, Deansgate for their
lively bars and restaurants.

Rusholme and
Victoria Park
Rusholme and Victoria Park

Didsbury
Didsbury
Didsbury is a traditional
residential area well known for its
restaurants, shops and bars. It has
a relaxed atmosphere. The area
is ideal for postgraduates and has
frequent transport links to the city
centre which is approximately
three miles away.

This area is lively, culturally mixed and
just a five minute bus journey to the city
centre. Rusholme is the curry capital of
the north west known affectionately as
the ‘Curry Mile’.

